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Proper Goal Setting 29 

along the way. I am a biostatistician who likes to geek out on modeling 
data. I believe that goals can be expressed as a regression equation ( don’t 
let this make your eyes roll back into your head). Regression equations 
are used to predict outcomes, such as “does height predict weight” or 
“does smoking predict lung cancer.” In the box below, the equation is a 
standard regression model.

Standard regression model:

Y (outcome) = a (constant) + βX (predictor) + e (error term)

 You’re wondering, how does this type of equation relate to setting 
goals? Let’s see how such a model can help to predict the success of 
reaching a goal.

Goal regression model:

Goal = innate ability + (β)training + stuff that happens

In the goal regression model, the goal is Y; innate ability is the constant 
(the ability to reach your goal with no training); the predictor is train-
ing, which is demarcated by a specifi c level (i.e., β); and the error term 
is every thing that occurs in life that  will attempt to derail your goal 
(e.g., stuff  that happens).

Th e idea, then, is that achieving your goal  will rely on the four 
 factors above: a realistic but challenging goal, an understanding of your 
innate ability, a proper training regimen, and an ability to roll with the 
punches. Th is equation is merely speculative. But  here is how it works 
in theory. Th ink about all of the athletic goals  you’ve set, and then think 
about the hours of training that you put in. Th en  factor in the error: 
injuries, illness, and your athletic circumstances. Do you see a relation-
ship between your training and goal achievement? Is  there a certain 
number of hours that seems to be your sweet spot and anything more 
or less leads to not attaining your goal?
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Taking Owner ship 69 

and that was refreshing. And to get back to racing for myself.  Because 
that is the only  thing that counts at the end of the day.”9

The no- excuse protocol

Imagine my surprise when I searched the scholarly lit er a ture for “ex-
cuses in endurance sports” and virtually nothing showed up. I was per-
plexed,  because endurance athletes seemingly have a collection of excuses 
at the ready. My favorite is the one where a triathlete says before a run 
workout: “My legs are  really tired from riding hard yesterday.”

Th e reason I  couldn’t fi nd any research on excuses in endurance 
athletes is partially  because the phrase “excuses” is ostensibly too 
banal for researchers, and in the lit er a ture excuses are dubbed “self- 
handicapping.” Once I learned that ditty of a phrase, a  whole new 
world of fascinating research opened itself up to me.

Simply put, self- handicapping is a mechanism whereby individuals 
proactively place obstacles to successful per for mances to protect or bol-
ster their self- esteem.10 Th at is just a long- winded way of saying that some-
times (frequently in some) athletes make excuses before races or training 
in order to preserve their image, i.e., they are high self- handicappers.
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Taking Owner ship 71 

How many times have you heard athletes say that they are just 
training through a race or the race is just a low- level competition and 
 doesn’t  matter? Th is may be the ultimate form of self- handicapping, 
 because the less impor tant an event is deemed, the more an athlete 
tends to self- handicap.17

Clearly, self- handicapping is not constructive. Th e test below can 
be used to mea sure your level of self- handicapping. Read the answers 
carefully; they are not all the same! In par tic u lar, statement #4 is diff  er ent 
from the  others.

Self- Handicapping Scale18

1. I tend to make excuses when I do something wrong.
 1 = completely disagree, 2 = disagree very much, 3 = disagree 

a  little, 4 = agree a  little, 5 = agree pretty much, 6 = agree very 
much

2. I tend to put  things off  until the last moment.
 1 = completely disagree, 2 = disagree very much, 3 = disagree 

a  little, 4 = agree a  little, 5 = agree pretty much, 6 = agree very 
much

3. I suppose I feel “ under the weather” more often than most 
 people.

 1 = completely disagree, 2 = disagree very much, 3 = disagree 
a  little, 4 = agree a  little, 5 = agree pretty much, 6 = agree very 
much

4. I always try to do my best, no  matter what.
 1 = agree very much, 2 = agree pretty much, 3 = agree a  little, 

4 = disagree a  little, 5 = disagree very much, 6 = completely 
disagree
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72 The Champion Mindset

 5. I am easily distracted by noises or my own daydreaming when 
I try to read.

 1 = completely disagree, 2 = disagree very much, 3 = disagree a 
 little, 4 = agree a  little, 5 = agree pretty much, 6 = agree very much

 6. I try not to get too intensely involved in competitive activities 
so it  won’t hurt too much if I lose or do poorly.

 1 = completely disagree, 2 = disagree very much, 3 = disagree 
a  little, 4 = agree a  little, 5 = agree pretty much, 6 = agree very 
much

 7. I would do a lot better if I tried harder.
 1 = completely disagree, 2 = disagree very much, 3 = disagree a 

 little, 4 = agree a  little, 5 = agree pretty much, 6 = agree very 
much

 8. I sometimes enjoy being mildly ill for a day or two.
 1 = completely disagree, 2 = disagree very much, 3 = disagree 

a  little, 4 = agree a  little, 5 = agree pretty much, 6 = agree very 
much

 9. I tend to rationalize when I  don’t live up to  others’ expecta-
tions.

 1 = completely disagree, 2 = disagree very much, 3 = disagree 
a  little, 4 = agree a  little, 5 = agree pretty much, 6 = agree very 
much

10. I overindulge in food and drink more often than I should.
 1 = completely disagree, 2 = disagree very much, 3 = disagree 

a  little, 4 = agree a  little, 5 = agree pretty much, 6 = agree very 
much

Higher scores indicate higher levels of self- handicapping, with a 
score of 30 or above indicating high self- handicapping and a score 
below 30 indicating low self- handicapping (maximum score is 60, 
minimum score is 10).
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In terms of sports, my attitude  toward perfectionism leaned 
 toward keeping a balanced existence that superseded perfectionism. I 
never fully committed to the professional athlete lifestyle; instead, 
I fi nished my doctorate, coached, and worked. I was not the kind of 
athlete who gave up caff eine before races or cut out junk food during 
tough training blocks. Perhaps my lack of perfectionism was a way of 
self- handicapping, but I doubt it,  because I did not use my lack of per-
fectionism as an excuse, nor do I believe that it showed a lack of com-
mitment. Instead, I always viewed my lack of perfectionism as my way 
of off setting the extreme demands of being a professional athlete.

Perfectionism, like so many of the ideas I’ve already discussed, is 
not a simplistic concept.  Th ere are two types of perfectionism, personal 
standards perfectionism (self- oriented striving for perfection and setting 
high personal standards) and evaluative concerns perfectionism (con-
cerns over  mistakes, doubts about actions, and concern about how 
 others view per for mance).21

From  these descriptions, clearly I do not rate high on evaluative 
concerns perfectionism, but I am fairly high on personal standards 
perfectionism. I want to perform as well as pos si ble, but I do not need 
to do it fl awlessly.
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76 The Champion Mindset

Personal standards perfectionism is associated with some awe-
some attributes, such as positivity, academic achievement, endurance, 
hope of success, competitive self- confi dence, goal attainment, and lower 
levels of anxiety.22 If you  aren’t high on the personal standards perfec-
tionism scale, well, you need to be. Change your mindset by focusing on 
yourself and your ability to succeed and less on what  people think of 
you and trying to live up to  others’ expectations.

In contrast, athletes who are perfectionists on the evaluative con-
cerns dimension show maladaptive traits, such as poor coping, depres-
sion, and diminished well- being, that are harmful to success in sport 
per for mance.23

Th e distinction between the two types of perfection is so strong that 
personal standards perfection has been dubbed positive perfection and the 
other yucky type of perfection, evaluative concerns, is called negative per-
fection. In terms of attaining goals, positive perfection is linked to hope of 
success whereas negative perfection is correlated with fear of failure.24

Guess what? A group of researchers studied perfectionism in tri-
athletes! Th ey found that positive perfection was positively correlated 
with race per for mance and that athletes who  were high on the positive 
perfectionist scale  were more likely to report that their goal was to do 
better than  others rather than avoiding  doing worse than  others.25

Sport Multidimensional Perfections Scale-226

Get out your pencil and a piece of paper to keep track of your an-
swers. This is mea sur ing two types of perfectionism, so  there are two 
parts. Keep your answers separate for each part.

Part 1

1. If I do not set the highest standards for myself in my sport, I am 
likely to end up a second- rate player.
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 1 = strongly disagree, 2 = disagree, 3 = neutral, 4 = agree, 
5 = strongly agree

2. I hate being less than the best at  things in my sport.
 1 = strongly disagree, 2 = disagree, 3 = neutral, 4 = agree, 

5 = strongly agree

3. It is impor tant to me that I be thoroughly competent in 
every thing I do in my sport.

 1 = strongly disagree, 2 = disagree, 3 = neutral, 4 = agree, 
5 = strongly agree

4. I think I expect higher per for mance and greater results in my 
daily sport- training than most players.

 1 = strongly disagree, 2 = disagree, 3 = neutral, 4 = agree, 
5 = strongly agree

5. I feel that other players generally accept lower standards for 
themselves in sport than I do.

 1 = strongly disagree, 2 = disagree, 3 = neutral, 4 = agree, 
5 = strongly agree

6. I have extremely high goals for myself in my sport.
 1 = strongly disagree, 2 = disagree, 3 = neutral, 4 = agree, 

5 = strongly agree

7. I set higher achievement goals than most athletes who play 
my sport.

 1 = strongly disagree, 2 = disagree, 3 = neutral, 4 = agree, 
5 = strongly agree

Scoring: PART  1 questions mea sure Personal Standards 
 perfectionism (i.e., self- oriented striving for perfection). If you 
answered mostly 4 and 5 then you are high on this type of per-
fectionism.
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78 The Champion Mindset

Part 2

1. Even if I fail slightly in competition, for me, it is as bad as 
being a complete failure.

 1 = strongly disagree, 2 = disagree, 3 = neutral, 4 = agree, 
5 = strongly agree

2. If I fail in competition, I feel like a failure as a person.
 1 = strongly disagree, 2 = disagree, 3 = neutral, 4 = agree, 

5 = strongly agree

3. The fewer  mistakes I make in competition, the more  people 
 will like me.

 1 = strongly disagree, 2 = disagree, 3 = neutral, 4 = agree, 
5 = strongly agree

4. I should be upset if I make a  mistake in competition.
 1 = strongly disagree, 2 = disagree, 3 = neutral, 4 = agree, 

5 = strongly agree

5. If an opponent performs better than me during competition, 
then I feel like I failed to some degree.

 1 = strongly disagree, 2 = disagree, 3 = neutral, 4 = agree, 
5 = strongly agree

6. If I do not do well all the time in competition, I feel that  people 
 will not re spect me as an athlete.

 1 = strongly disagree, 2 = disagree, 3 = neutral, 4 = agree, 
5 = strongly agree

7.  People  will prob ably think less of me if I make  mistakes in 
competition.

 1 = strongly disagree, 2 = disagree, 3 = neutral, 4 = agree, 
5 = strongly agree
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8. If I play well but only make one obvious  mistake in the entire 
competition, I still feel disappointed with my per for mance.

 1 = strongly disagree, 2 = disagree, 3 = neutral, 4 = agree, 
5 = strongly agree

Scoring: PART 2 questions mea sure Competition Perfectionism 
(i.e., concerns over  mistakes, doubts about actions, and concern 
about how  others view per for mance). If you mostly answered 4 
and 5 you are high on this type of perfectionism.

Putting it together
1. High levels of Competition Perfectionism have been 

associated with high levels of competitive anxiety, worry, and 
disruption in concentration.

2. High levels of Personal Standards Perfectionism  will help 
propel you  toward your goals and actually decrease worry, 
anxiety, and concentration, but ONLY if it is in combination 
with lower scores on Competition Perfectionism.

Integrity

Meb Kefl ezighi, an American distance runner who won a bronze 
medal in the marathon at the 2008 Olympics, winner of the 2014 Bos-
ton Marathon, and a qualifi er for the 2016 Olympics in the marathon, 
is not only a celebrity in the  running dominion, he is one of the few ath-
letes who crossed over into popularity with the general public. His rec-
ognition is such that he goes by a one- name moniker, Meb, analogous 
to other sports  greats such as Pelé and Serena. At a state dinner at the 
White House in 2014, former president Jimmy Car ter moseyed up to 
Meb and said, “You are the most popu lar person  here.  You’re the one 
they want to meet.”27

You might think all of the popularity made Meb unapproachable. 
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coach does not and cannot know what is happening inside their ath-
lete’s mind and body  unless the athlete tells them. Athletes need to 
take responsibility for their athletic well- being rather than blaming 
someone  else, such as their coach, for lack of enjoyment in training, 
failure to meet goals, or injuries.

Th e tendency for an athlete to blame  others for failure is called 
the self- serving bias. Th e self- serving bias is an in ter est ing dichotomy 
whereby an athlete has a tendency to take responsibility for desirable 
outcomes (internal attribution), such as boasting about all the hard 
work that went into a personal best time in a race, and externalizing 
responsibility (external attribution) for undesirable outcomes, such as 
attributing a mediocre per for mance to poor coaching.40

Much like self- handicapping, the self- serving bias is a means of de-
fl ecting responsibility for lack of success. In essence, self- handicapping 
(i.e., making excuses) and self- serving bias (i.e., placing blame) are inter-
twined; the Siamese twins of bad be hav ior,  because blaming  others for 
failure is essentially providing an  excuse.
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At the low end of the confi dence meter are the anxious athletes 
who, no  matter what  they’ve done to prepare, never feel like they are 
ready. Th ey are scared and ner vous before training and races.  You’ve 
seen them, their  faces are white as a ghost and they look like they 
are  going off  to war, not embarking on a physical event they are sup-
posed to be  doing for fun. On the opposite end of the confi dence meter 
are the athletes who are cocky, who trash talk their opponents, and 
never question their own ability.  You’ve seen them, they walk around 
gloating and telling their buddies how they are  going to crush them. 
Most athletes fall somewhere in between, not overcome by worry but 
also not overly confi dent.

Th e confi dence cycle indicates that in general you  will perpetuate 
where you are on the confi dence meter. Allowing yourself to shake off  
that bad workout increases the chances that the next one  will be 
successful, instilling confi dence, which then increases the chances that 
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geon, my hope was renewed, and my hourglass refi lled immediately. I 
instinctively knew that this doctor would be able to help me.

Five weeks  after surgery, I noticed some major improvements in my 
health and overall well- being. However,  there was still some sand on the 
bottom of the hourglass, though, as I managed some lingering issues, 
namely a per sis tent and uncomfortable abdominal muscle spasm , ster-
num pain, and shortness of breath (eventually I needed two more sur-
geries in 2016 to remedy  these prob lems).

Mea sur ing hope

Th e Adult State Hope Scale is a tool to determine your level of 
hope.11 It can be used to mea sure hope for just about anything, but in 
the context of this book, you can use it to examine your level of hope 
with re spect to endurance sports. If you recall from the above discus-
sion about hope,  there are two dimensions within the construct of 
hope: agency ( will to begin) and pathways (routes to the goal). Th e 
Adult State Hope Scale mea sures the two dimensions, as well as 
overall hope. Take the test and establish your level of hope. An objec-
tive mea sure can alert you to an impending hope disaster before it 
even registers, or it can solidify that  there is a hope prob lem that 
needs to be addressed.

The Adult State Hope Scale (Snyder et al., 1996)

Read each item carefully. Using the scale shown on the next page, 
please select the number that best describes how you think about 
yourself right now and put that number in the blank before each sen-
tence. Please take a few moments to focus on yourself and what is 
going on in your life at this moment. Once you have this “ here and 
now” set, go ahead and answer each item according to the follow-
ing scale:
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1
Defi nitely 
False

 2 
 Mostly   
 False

3
Some-
what 
False

4
Slightly 
False

5
Slightly 
True

6
Some-
what 
True

7
Mostly 
True

8
Defi nitely 
True

_____ 1. If I should fi nd myself in a jam, I could think of many ways 
to get out of it.

_____ 2. At the pres ent time, I am energetically pursuing my goals.
_____ 3. There are lots of ways around any prob lem that I am 

facing now.
_____ 4. Right now, I see myself as being pretty successful.
_____ 5. I can think of many ways to reach my current goals.
_____ 6. At this time, I am meeting the goals that I have set for 

myself.

Scoring information
Pathways subscale score: Add items 1, 3, and 5. Scores on this 
subscale can range from 3 to 24, with higher scores indicating 
higher levels of pathways thinking.

Agency subscale score: Add items 2, 4, and 6. Scores on this sub-
scale can range from 3 to 24, with higher scores indicating higher 
levels of agency thinking.

Total hope score: Add the pathways and agency subscales to-
gether. Scores can range from 6 to 48, with higher scores represent-
ing higher hope levels.

When my hourglass was overfl owing with sand in the less- hope 
level, I was fortunate to be able to bide my time while I refi lled the 
more- hope level. Restoring hope when it seems  there is none to be had 
is imperative to break the lack- of- hope cycle.  Because without hope, 
truly, endurance sports are meaningless. Reestablish hope with my 
suggestions, below.
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What, then, comprises the mindset of a champion athlete? I hy-
pothesize that if a composite mindset was created to encapsulate the 
qualities of the  great champions in endurance sports, it might look 
something like the Champion Athlete Mindset Profi le diagram shown 
below, the mindset gold standard, if you  will. An athlete can possess 
anywhere from zero to 100   percent of any given trait. Generally, 
I would imagine, most  people do not meet  either extreme, but they fall 
somewhere on the continuum.

In this hy po thet i cal situation, a champion athlete possesses high 
levels of positive and productive traits: hope, taking own ership, 
having balance, extrinsic motivation, joyfulness, and confi dence. Th e 
negative and unproductive traits of self- handicapping and amotiva-
tion are low, while intrinsic motivation is somewhere in the  middle. 
It is this mindset that kept me afl oat during my prolonged bout of 
chronic pain and ultimately led me to my improbable goal of qualifying 
for and fi nishing the 2016 Marathon Olympic  Trials.
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228 The Champion Mindset

A novice endurance athlete, a seasoned veteran, or even a profes-
sional athlete waiting for the big breakthrough might have an Athlete 
Mindset Profi le quite diff  er ent from the one of a champion athlete. I 
speculate that a fl edgling athlete  will show lower levels of the positive 
traits and higher levels of the negative traits, but theoretically, by reading 
this book, the Fledgling Athlete Mindset Profi le can shift over time to 
more closely mimic the Champion Athlete Mindset Profi le.

 Every athlete has a ceiling when it comes to physical ability and 
therefore their athletic improvement is fi nite. On the other hand, the 
mind is malleable and open to infi nite possibilities for development. 
A  mental make over can bridge that gap between physical limitations 
and endless opportunity.

Th e chapters in this book are meant to set the stage for you to 
take control of your mindset and add a newfound  mental- self to your 
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